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Employment Outcomes for Adults Students
who Re-Enroll at Community Colleges
More than 100,000 adults with some college but no degree (SCND) have reconnected with higher education at Tennessee
community colleges over the past decade. However, only 21% graduated within three years of reconnecting.
In Pathways to Success for Students with Some College, No Degree, TBR seeks to build a body of evidence about the
challenges that returning adults face, the strategies that promote their success after they return, and the data that can be
leveraged to support their success. This paper turns our attention to employment outcomes for SCND adults who
reconnected with higher education at Tennessee community colleges.

Key Findings
Five years after departing college, Tennessee community college graduates earned
nearly $14,000 more each year than SCND non-graduates.
Graduates were employed at slightly higher rates than non-graduates and earned higher wages.
Five years after departing college, 65% of community colleges graduates were observed in Tennessee employment data
compared to 62% of SCND non-graduates. Additionally, five years after graduation or departure from college, community
college graduates earned a median annual wage of $36,420 compared to $22,450 for non-graduates, a difference of $13,970.

When SCND adults reconnected with community colleges in Tennessee and earned a
postsecondary credential, their employment prospects improved.
SCND adults who returned and graduated were employed at higher rates and earned more than non-graduates.
Five years after returning to college, 78% of SCND adults who reconnected and earned a degree or certificate were employed
in Tennessee. In contrast, only 68% of those who returned but did not graduate were employed. Also, five years after returning,
graduates earned an annual median wage of $33,512 compared to $25,849 for those who returned but did not graduate.

SCND Tennesseans who reconnected with college and attained a postsecondary
credential earned $10,000 more, on average, than they earned before re-enrolling.
SCND adults who returned to college and earned a credential realized significant earnings increases.
Among reconnecting adults who graduated within three years, average wages rose from $22,789 (in the year immediately
before returning to college) to $33,512 (five years after they returned). This increase meant an additional $10,723 in annual
earnings. Among SCND adults who reconnected but did not graduate, wages increased from $20,139 to $25,849 over the
same period, increasing by $5,710.
However, earnings differed by students’ program of study. For example, SCND adults who reconnected and graduated
from Health Professions programs saw a 70% increase in wages, reflecting an increase of $16,478. By comparison, SCND
adults who returned and graduated from University Parallel programs designed to transfer to a university (the most popular
programs) saw only a 26% increase in wages, an increase of only $5,606.
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Pathways to Success for Reconnecting Adults
More than 700,000 Tennesseans between ages 25 and 64
previously attended college but did not graduate (Lumina
Foundation, 2020). According to a growing body of
research, adults with some college experience but no
credential face far worse employment outcomes than
degree earners (Shapiro et al., 2019; Bird et al., 2020).
While these economic realities were present before
COVID-19, the pandemic’s economic effects may further
exacerbate gaps between college graduates and those
without credentials.
However, over the past decade, more than 200,000 adult
students (age 25 and older) enrolled at Tennessee
community colleges. Most adult students had prior higher
education experience but had not earned a degree. In this
project, we spotlight reconnectors--students ages 25 and
older with some college experience but no degree (SCND)
who are returning to college after at least a term away.
While statewide initiatives like Tennessee Reconnect have
lowered the barriers to higher education for many adults,
these efforts may be insufficient to ensure the success of
returning adult students. After all, only one in five SCND
students who enrolled at a Tennessee community college
over the last decade graduated within three years of
reconnecting with college (TBR, 2021).

Employment Outcomes for Returning Adults
This paper turns our attention to the pathways that
position returning adult students to complete a credential
in fields that align with strong labor market opportunities.
Previous research has established the economic value of
community college credentials (as summarized in Belfield
& Bailey, 2017). This work has identified positive returns to
community college credentials, albeit with heterogeneity
in returns based on students’ program of study or
demographic characteristics (Bettinger & Soliz, 2016; Bahr,
2016). However, we know little about the potential

employment opportunities or earnings boost for SCND
Tennesseans who return to a postsecondary institution
and complete a credential.

This paper will build upon this existing research and
provide a descriptive exploration of employment
outcomes for SCND adult Tennesseans, focusing especially
on those who reconnect with college after time away.
Specifically, this paper will address three questions:
1.

What are the employment outcomes for community college
graduates in Tennessee compared to SCND Tennesseans who last
attended a community college but who did not graduate?

2.

In the years preceding their return to higher education, what are
the employment patterns for SCND Tennesseans who will
eventually reconnect at community colleges?

3.

What are the employment outcomes and wages for SCND adults
who reconnect at community colleges and earn a postsecondary
credential?

Prior Research in This Project
This project seeks to build a body of evidence about the
challenges that returning adults face, the strategies that
promote their success after they return, and the data that
can be leveraged to support their success.
Prior research in this project has identified obstacles that
reconnectors may face on their path to success. For
example, success rates were much lower for students who
enrolled in online courses during their reconnecting
semester. Success rates were especially low for students
who reconnected at a different college than they
previously attended. Further, most adult students worked
while enrolled and were responsible for childcare
alongside coursework (TBR, 2021).
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About the Data
This analysis relies on data from P20 Connect, Tennessee’s
longitudinal data system. Information on employment and
earnings is based on Unemployment Insurance (UI) wage
data. It is important to note that UI data does not include
all Tennessee workers. Some workers are excluded from UI
wage records, such as federal government workers and
members of the military, people who are self-employed or
working as independent contractors, or people who work
out of state (Blagg & Washington, 2020). As many as 10%
of civilian residents may be excluded from UI data (Liu et
al., 2015). Individuals who are not included in UI data will
be excluded from our analysis of wages.
Page 5

Section 1

Employment and Wages for Community College
Graduates Compared to Non-Graduates with
Some College but No Degree
Questions for Consideration
This section explores the employment outcomes for
students who graduated from Tennessee community
colleges from 2009 to 2017. These outcomes are
compared to students who were last enrolled at
community colleges during the same period but did not
graduate and departed college with some college credit
but no degree (SCND). The analysis in this section is
designed to address the general impact of earning a
community college credential on employment rates and
earnings compared to earning some credit but no degree.
This section will address four general questions:
•

What proportion of community college graduates and
non-graduates were observed in Tennessee
employment data in the five years after their
graduation or departure from college?

•

What were the median annual earnings of community
college graduates and non-graduates in the five years
after graduation or departure from college?

•

How did employment rates and median earnings differ
based upon students’ gender, race, or program of
study?

•

For non-graduates with SCND, how did employment
rates and median earnings differ based upon students’
level of academic progress toward a credential before
departing college?

Summary of Key Findings from this Section
Graduates were employed at higher rates than nongraduates. However, the gap in employment narrowed in
the years after students departed college.
One year after graduation or departure from college, 82% of
graduates were observed in employment data, compared to
only 72% of non-graduates. However, the gap in observed
employment narrowed over time. Five years after their
graduation or departure, 65% of graduates were observed in
employment data compared to 62% of non-graduates.

Wages were higher for graduates than non-graduates.
In the five years after departure, median annual wages for
graduates were higher than for non-graduates. One year after
graduation or departure from college, community college
graduates earned a median wage of $25,424 compared to
$12,719 for non-graduates, a difference of $12,705. Over
time, the gap in earnings grew slightly. Five years after
departure from college, graduates earned $36,420 compared
to $22,450 for non-graduates, a difference of $13,970.

Outcomes for non-graduates differed based upon their
experiences in college.
Five years after departing college, SCND Tennesseans’ annual
wages differed somewhat based upon the number of
semester credit hours they earned during their college
enrollment or their GPA before their break in enrollment.
However, while earnings were correlated with academic
progress, employment rates were not correlated with
students’ credit attainment or academic success.

About the Sample for this Section
The sample for this portion of the analysis includes
community college graduates and non-graduates.
The sample of graduates includes students who earned an
associate degree or technical certificate from any
Tennessee community college from Spring 2009 to
Summer 2017. For students who earned multiple awards
(e.g., a student who earned a certificate before earning an
associate degree), the students’ highest award is observed.
Additionally, for this analysis, students who continued
after earning an award (e.g., a student who enrolled in
another community college program or matriculated to a
university) are excluded from the sample. Not all
graduates in the sample were continuously enrolled.
The sample of non-graduates includes individuals who did
not earn any postsecondary credential and departed from
a Tennessee community college between Spring 2009 and
Summer 2017. Students were observed when they
departed a community college without a credential and
did not enroll elsewhere. Students who stopped out but
later re-enrolled were excluded.

For both graduates and non-graduates, students who
enrolled as dual-enrolled high school students but did not
later enroll as non-dual enrolled students were excluded.
UI wage data was connected to individuals’ postsecondary
data. Employment outcomes were tracked from the time
of departure from college, either from the date of the
highest award (for graduates) or the last semester of
enrollment (for non-graduates).
Table 1 describes the sample of graduates and nongraduates used for this portion of the analysis:
•

The analysis includes 188,061 non-graduates and
34,917 graduates with no additional enrollment.

•

The sample of graduates and non-graduates differed
in demographic characteristics. Female students
comprised a larger proportion of graduates (62%)
than non-graduates (56%).

•

Additionally, White students comprised a larger
proportion of graduates (83%) than non-graduates
(66%). Approximately one in four non-graduates was
Black compared to one in ten graduates.

Table 1: Community College SNCD Non-Graduates Compared to Graduates

The analytic sample was limited to community college graduates and non-graduates from 2009 to 2017 who had no
additional enrollment after departing college. This sample included 188,061 non-graduates and 34,917 graduates.

Community College SCND Non-Graduates
with No Additional Enrollment

Community College Graduates
with No Additional Enrollment

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Female

106,081

56%

21,528

62%

Male

81,978

44%

13,389

38%

Black

43,843

23%

3,412

10%

Hispanic

7,141

4%

808

2%

White

124,015

66%

28,808

83%

All Else

13,062

7%

1,889

5%

Total

188,061
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34,917
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Graduates were employed at higher rates
than non-graduates. However, this gap in
employment narrowed in the five years after
students departed college.

Employment patterns also differed according to students’
program of study. For students who departed from
popular programs in health, business, and engineering
technology, graduates were observed in the employment
data at far higher rates than non-graduates.

Figure 1 below shows the proportion of students
observed in Tennessee’s UI wage data five years after
graduating or departing college. One year after
graduation or departure, 82% of graduates were found in
employment data, compared to only 72% of nongraduates. However, the gap in observed employment
narrowed over time. Five years after their graduation or
departure, 65% of graduates were observed in
employment data compared to 62% of non-graduates.

•

Students who earned credentials in these programs
were employed at lower rates than graduates from
other programs. Five years after graduation, 56% of
graduates from transfer programs were employed
compared to 70% for graduates of health programs.

•

Non-graduates from University Parallel programs were
more likely to be observed in employment data than
students who graduated from these programs. Five
years after departure, 63% of non-graduates from
University Parallel programs were observed in
employment data, compared to 56% of graduates.
(Students who matriculated to universities are excluded
from the sample of graduates and non-graduates.)

However, employment patterns differed significantly for
students enrolled or graduating from University Parallel
programs designed to transfer to a university, the most
popular programs during this sample period.

Employment patterns differed by race and ethnicity.
Among White and Hispanic students, graduates were
observed in employment data at higher rates than nongraduates. For Black students, however, the opposite was
true. Five years after departure from college, only 60% of
Black graduates were observed in employment data,
compared to 69% of Black non-graduates.

Figure 1: Employment after Departing College, Graduates and Non-Graduates

Soon after their departure from college, community college graduates were observed in Tennessee’s employment
data at higher rates than non-graduates. However, five years after their graduation or departure from college, the
gap between graduates and non-graduates had narrowed.
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Wages also differed by students’ program of study, as
shown in Figure 3.

Annual wages were higher for graduates
than non-graduates, but earnings differed
by students’ program of study.

•

The most popular programs of study included
University Parallel programs, health, business, and
engineering technology. Of these, median wages five
years after college were highest for graduates of
engineering technology ($46,104) and health ($43,180)
programs. Graduates from these programs out-earned
non-graduates by more than $20,000 in the fifth year
after graduating college.

•

However, median wages were lower among students
from University Parallel programs. In the fifth year
after graduation, University Parallel graduates (who
did not matriculate to a university) earned $28,565.
Non-graduates from these programs earned $21,195,
a difference of $7,370 in annual wages.

•

While wages differed significantly for graduates based
upon their program of study, smaller differences
existed within the sample of non-graduates. For
example, SCND non-graduates who departed health
programs earned only $784 more annually than SCND
non-graduates of University Parallel programs.

Figure 2 shows median annual wages for graduates and
non-graduates after college. Annual wages are calculated
as the sum of quarterly wages reported in UI wage data,
regardless of the number of quarters that an individual
was employed. Individuals who were not observed as
employed are excluded from this analysis.
In the five years after departure, median annual wages for
graduates were higher than for non-graduates. One year
after departure, graduates earned a median wage of
$25,424 compared to $12,719 for non-graduates, a
difference of $12,705. Over time, the gap in earnings grew.
Five years on, graduates earned $36,420 compared to
$22,450 for non-graduates, a difference of $13,970.
However, wages differed based on student characteristics,
as shown in Figure 3 (on the following page). Five years
after college, White graduates earned $37,311 compared
to $24,233 for White non-graduates--a difference of
$13,078. Black graduates earned $29,834, and Black nongraduates earned $18,383--a difference of $11,451.

Figure 2: Annual Earnings after Departing College, Graduates and Non-Graduates

Five years after departing college, community college graduates earned a median annual wage of $36,420, which was
$13,970 higher than the median wage for non-graduates.
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Figure 3: Annual Earnings in the Fifth Year after Departing College, Graduates and Non-Graduates
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Five years after departing college, median wages for graduates and non-graduates differed by demographic characteristics and students’ program of study.
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Outcomes for SCND non-graduates differed
based upon their experiences in college.
According to previous research, SCND non-graduates who
made significant progress toward a credential before
departing may out-earn other SCND non-graduates who
made less progress. Employment outcomes may be
correlated with SCND students’ academic success before
they depart from college (e.g., Bird et al., 2019).
Table 2 shows employment outcomes for SCND nongraduates based upon how many credit hours they earned
before their departure from college and their grade point
average (GPA) in the semester prior to their break in
enrollment. There were few differences in employment
rates for non-graduates based upon hours earned or GPA
before their break in enrollment.

Five years after their departure from college, students who
made limited progress toward a credential before their
break in enrollment were observed in employment data at
similar rates as those who made substantial progress.
On the other hand, median wages were correlated with
students’ academic experiences before their break in
enrollment. For example, SCND individuals who earned
45-59 semester credit hours before their break in
enrollment earned a median annual wage of $28,775.
However, non-graduates who earned only 1-14 hours had
a median annual wage of $20,753. Similarly, nongraduates who departed college with a term GPA of 3.04.0 earned a median annual wage of $33,187, more than
$10,000 higher than those with a GPA of 1.0-2.0.

Table 2: Annual Earnings Five Years after Departing College by SCND Students’ College Experiences
Five years after departing college, SCND Tennesseans’ annual wages varied based upon the number of semester
credit hours they had earned during their college enrollment or their GPA prior to their break in enrollment.
However, employment rates were not correlated with students’ credit attainment or academic success.

Observed in Tennessee
Employment Data
Sample

Annual Wages

Number
Employed

Percent
Employed

25th
Percentile

Median

75th
Percentile

Hours Earned Prior to Break in Enrollment
0 Hours/Unknown

21,414

13,254

62%

$6,024

$16,073

$28,268

15-29 Hours

20,462

12,830

63%

$12,492

$23,947

$36,817

60%

$16,255

1-14 Hours

30-44 Hours
45-59 Hours
60-74 Hours

75+ Hours

33,460
11,655

6,966
4,345
4,894

21,186
7,011
4,161
2,591
3,063

63%
60%
60%
63%

$9,782

$14,559
$17,061
$19,957

$20,753
$26,636
$28,775
$30,368
$34,583

$33,525
$39,642
$42,692
$45,098
$51,473

Term GPA Prior to Break in Enrollment
0.0/Unknown

66,234

41,468

63%

1.0-1.9

7,227

4,876

67%

0.1-0.9
2.0-2.9

8,183
7,119

3.0-4.0

14,433

Total

103,196

5,451
4,354
7,947

64,096
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$9,191

$20,489

$33,422

$11,893

$22,365

$33,897

67%

$11,574

61%

$13,642

55%
62%

$18,015
$10,604

$22,462
$25,300
$33,187
$22,450
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$34,699
$38,176
$50,884
$36,000

Section 2

Employment and Wages for SCND Adults who
Reconnect at Tennessee Community Colleges:
Employment Before Re-Enrollment
Questions for Consideration
This section explores the employment patterns for
individuals who departed as SCND non-graduates but
later returned to enrollment at a Tennessee community
college. Specifically, this section focuses on employment
rates and earnings before SCND adults return to college.
Prior research suggests that some SCND adults may be
motivated to return to college in order to increase their
employability, earnings, or access to occupations or
industries (Carruthers & Sanford, 2018; Bird et al., 2020).
However, individuals’ employment before their return may
influence their earnings after returning to college and
attaining a credential (Belfield & Bailey, 2017).
Therefore, before we can establish the impact of returning
to college, it may be beneficial to unpack the employment
trajectory of SCND adults further for the period before
they reconnect with college.
This section will address two sets of questions:
•

What proportion of SCND non-graduates who
eventually reconnected with college were observed in
Tennessee employment data in the five years after
they departed from college? What were their earnings
during those years?

•

What were the employment and earnings of SCND
non-graduates who reconnected with college in the
five years immediately preceding their return to
college? What were their earnings during those years?

TBR—The College System of Tennessee / December 2021

Summary of Key Findings from this Section
SCND Tennesseans who eventually returned to college
were employed at higher rates after departing college
than students who did not return to college.
Each year after first departing from college, SCND
Tennesseans who would eventually reconnect with college
were observed in employment data at far higher rates than
those would not reconnect. Five years after their departure
from college, 77% of returners were observed in employment
data compared to 51% of non-returners.

SCND Tennesseans who would eventually return to
college already earned higher wages after departing
college than students who did not eventually return.
Five years after departing from college, eventual returners
earned $24,477 compared to $22,486 for non-graduates—a
difference of $1,991 in annual earnings.

In the years before their return to college, SCND
reconnectors were employed at high rates.
In the years leading up to their return to college, most
returners were observed in employment data. In the year
immediately preceding their reconnection with college, 80%
of returners were observed in Tennessee’s employment data.
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The sample of returning students is further limited to
students who were ages 25 or older at the time of their
first reconnection with college after a break.

About the Sample for this Section
The sample for this portion of the analysis includes SCND
non-graduates who eventually reconnected to college
and those who did not reconnect.

UI wage data was connected to individuals’ postsecondary
data. Employment outcomes were tracked from each
student’s first departure from a community college.

The overall sample of SCND adults includes individuals
who departed college between Spring 2009 and Summer
2017 and had not earned a postsecondary credential.
Students were observed when they departed college
without a credential and did not enroll elsewhere. This
sample includes individuals who departed from any
Tennessee postsecondary institution for which data was
available, including community colleges, technical
colleges, and four-year public and private universities.

Table 3 below describes the sample of SCND adult
returners and non-returners.

The SCND students who did not reconnect with college
included students who departed from a postsecondary
institution without a credential from Spring 2009 through
Summer 2017 and did not ever re-enroll. The SCND
students who eventually reconnected with college included
students who departed without a credential from Spring
2009 to Summer 2017, experienced a break in enrollment
of at least five years, and later re-enrolled at a community
college.

•

The analysis includes 403,989 SCND students who did
not reconnect with college and 20,664 adults who
reconnected with college after a break in enrollment.

•

The sample of returners and non-returners differed in
demographic characteristics. For example, female
students comprised a larger proportion of returners
(64%) than non-returners (49%). However, data were
incomplete for 9% of non-returners.

Most returners last attended a community college (84%),
whereas just under half of non-returners (47%) last
attended a community college.

Table 3: SCND Non-Graduates Who Reconnected with College Compared to Non-Reconnectors

The analytic sample was limited to SCND adults who experienced a break in enrollment from 2009 to 2017. The
sample included 403,989 non-graduates who did not return and 20,664 non-graduates who reconnected with college.

SCND Non-Graduates
Who Did Not Reconnect with College

SCND Non-Graduates
Who Eventually Reconnected with College

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Female

196,335

49%

13,214

64%

Male

170,601

42%

7,450

36%

Black

83,485

21%

5,400

26%

Hispanic

12,365

3%

582

3%

White

235,731

58%

13,327

65%

All Else

72,408

18%

1,355

7%

Total

403,989
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20,664
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SCND Tennesseans who would eventually
return to college were employed at higher
rates after departing college than students
who did not eventually return to college.
Figure 4 shows the proportion of reconnectors and nonreturners observed in Tennessee’s UI wage data in each of
the five years after first departing college.
In each of the five years after departing college, eventual
reconnectors were observed in employment data at higher
rates than non-returners. One year after their first
departure from higher education, 78% of eventual
returners were found in employment data, compared to
only 58% of non-returners.

Of course, there are several potential explanations for this
gap in employment after departure. First, non-returners
may have moved out of state and would no longer be
observed in Tennessee’s UI wage data. Students who
remained in-state would be more likely to reconnect with
higher education at a Tennessee community college than
students who moved out of state. Second, students who
remained in Tennessee but dropped out of the labor
market may have fewer incentives to return to college.
SCND adults may be motivated to return to college in
order to improve employment opportunities, boost
earnings, or pursue new industries. In that case, individuals
who have dropped out of the labor market altogether may
have fewer incentives to pursue a postsecondary
credential that improves their employment prospects.

Over time, the gap in observed employment widened. Five
years after their departure from college, 77% of returners
were observed in employment data compared to 51% of
non-returners. Similar differences between returners and
non-returners are present when the data was
disaggregated by students’ gender, race, and program of
study before their break in enrollment.

Figure 4: Employment after Departing College, Eventual Reconnectors and Non-Reconnectors

Each year after departing college, SCND non-graduates who would eventually reconnect with college were
observed in Tennessee’s employment data at much higher rates than other non-graduates who did not eventually
reconnect with college.
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SCND Tennesseans who would eventually
return to college were earning slightly higher
wages after departing college than students
who did not eventually return to college.
Figure 5 shows the median annual wages for SCND
Tennesseans who would eventually return to college and
non-returners in each of the five years after departing
college. Annual wages are calculated as the sum of
quarterly wages reported in UI wage data, regardless of
the number of quarters that an individual was employed.
Individuals who were not employed are excluded from this
analysis; median wages reflect the non-zero annual wages
for those observed in Tennessee’s UI wage data. Figure 5
reports the median wage and the wage at the 25th and
75th percentile of non-zero annual wages.

In the first year after departing college, SCND Tennesseans
who would eventually return to college earned a median
annual wage of $17,233. SCND individuals who would not
eventually return to college earned a median wage of
$11,854 in the year after they departed from college--a
difference of $5,379 in annual wages.
In each of the years after they departed from college,
eventual returners out-earned non-returners, although the
gap in wages narrowed over time. Five years after
departing from college, eventual returners earned $24,477
compared to $22,486 for non-graduates—a difference of
only $1,991 in annual earnings.
These differences were similar across demographic
characteristics and academic focus areas. For every
subgroup included in the analysis, eventual returners outearned non-returners in each of the five years after they
departed from college.

Figure 5: Annual Earnings after Departing College, Eventual Reconnectors and Non-Reconnectors

In each of the years after departing college, SCND students who would eventually reconnect with college earned
higher annual wages than SCND students who did not eventually return to college.
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In the years immediately before their return
to college, reconnectors were employed at
high rates, and their earnings were rising.
Table 4 below shows the proportion of eventual returners
observed in Tennessee’s UI wage data in each of the five
years immediately before their return to college.
Additionally, Table 4 shows the median annual non-zero
wages for eventual returners.
Most eventual returners were observed in employment
data in the years leading up to their eventual return to
college. In the one-year period immediately preceding
their reconnection with postsecondary education at a
Tennessee community college, 80% of eventual returners
were observed in employment data.

The proportion of eventual returners observed in
employment data dipped slightly upon students’ return to
college. Only 70% of returners were employed in the
quarter that they returned to college. However, 77% were
employed in the year after their return to college.
Additionally, returners’ wages were rising slightly before
their return to college. Five years before their return to
college, the median annual wage for returners was
$14,387. However, in the year immediately before their
return to college, the median annual wage for returners
was $21,584--an increase of more than $7,000.

Table 4: Annual Earnings before Returning to College, Eventual Reconnectors

In each of the years before returning to college, employment rates and wages were steadily rising for SCND
students who would eventually reconnect with college.

Observed in Tennessee
Employment Data

Annual Wages

Sample

Number
Employed

Percent
Employed

25th
Percentile

Median

75th
Percentile

5 Years Before Return

20,664

15,057

73%

$6,448

$14,387

$26,027

4 Years Before Return

20,664

15,509

75%

$7,574

$16,137

$27,470

3 Years Before Return

20,664

15,820

77%

$8,599

$18,063

$29,413

2 Years Before Return

20,664

16,174

78%

$9,900

$19,883

$31,332

1 Year Before Return

20,664

16,573

80%

$10,806

$21,584

$33,262

Quarter of Return

20,664

14,346

70%

1 Year After Return

20,664

15,872

77%

$9,243

$20,421

$33,388
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Section 3

Employment and Wages for SCND Adults who
Reconnect at Tennessee Community Colleges:
Employment After Re-Enrollment
Questions for Consideration
This section explores employment outcomes for SCND
Tennesseans who returned to postsecondary education at
community colleges from 2019 to 2014. Specifically, this
section compares SCND students who returned and
graduated to those who returned but did not graduate.
The analysis in this section is designed to address the
impact of returning to college earning a community
college credential compared to returning and earning
additional credit but still no degree.
This section will address four sets of questions:
•

•

What proportion of SCND adults who return to
college graduates non-graduates were observed in
Tennessee employment data in the five years after
their return to college? How does this compare to
SCND adults who reconnect but do not graduate?
What were the average annual earnings of SCND
adults who reconnect at community college and
graduate in the five years after their return to college?
How does this compare to non-graduates?

•

How did employment and earnings differ based upon
students’ gender, race, or program of study?

•

How do earnings for SCND reconnectors change after
their return to college compared to their pre-return
earnings?

Summary of Key Findings from this Section
SCND adults who returned to college and graduated
were employed at higher rates than non-graduates.
SCND adults who returned to college and graduated were
observed in Tennessee employment data at higher rates
than those who returned but did not graduate. Five years
after returning to college, 78% of graduates were employed,
compared to 68% of non-graduates.

SCND adults who returned to college and graduated
realized a significant increase in earnings.
Five years after returning to college, graduates earned an
annual median wage of $33,512 compared to $25,849 for
non-graduates, a difference of $7,663.

Five years after returning to college, reconnecting
graduates earned $10,000 more, on average, than
they earned before re-enrolling in college. But earnings
differed by students’ program of study.
Among reconnecting adults who graduated within three
years of returning to college, median wages increased 47%
from the year immediately before returning to five years
after they returned. Among non-graduating returners,
median wages increased only 28% over the same period.
However, these wage increases differed significantly by
students’ programs of study. Among SCND adults who
returned to college in health programs, graduates realized a
70% increase in wages, and non-graduates saw a 30%
increase. However, among SCND adults who returned to
University Parallel programs, graduates saw only a 26%
increase in median wages.

About the Sample for this Section
The sample for this portion of the analysis includes SCND
adults who departed college without earning a
postsecondary credential but later reconnected at a
community college between Spring 2009 and Summer
2014. Students were observed when they departed a
postsecondary institution without a credential, did not
enroll elsewhere for at least one year, but later re-enrolled
at a community college. This sample includes individuals
who departed from any Tennessee postsecondary
institution for which data was available. The sample of
reconnecting students is limited to students who were
ages 25 or older at the time of their first reconnection with
college after a break of one year or more.
The group of reconnecting adults who did not earn a
postsecondary credential (referred to as “non-graduates”
going forward) included SCND students who returned to
community colleges but did not earn a credential within
three years of their return. The group of SCND students
who returned and earned a credential (referred to as
“graduates”) includes SCND students who returned to
community colleges and earned a credential (from any
Tennessee postsecondary institution) within three years.

For the descriptive portion of the analysis, students who
continued after earning an associate degree (e.g., a
student who matriculated to a four-year university) are
excluded from the sample of graduates. Not all graduates
were continuously enrolled; the sample includes some
students who experienced another break in enrollment
and returned to complete a credential.
UI wage data was connected to individuals’ postsecondary
enrollment data. Employment outcomes were tracked
from the time of each student’s first reconnection at a
community college.
Table 5 below describes the analytic sample of graduate
returners and returning non-graduates.
•

The analysis includes 19,433 SCND returners who did
not graduate and 5,346 SCND returners who
graduated.

•

The sample of returning non-graduates and graduate
returners differed in their demographic characteristics.
White students comprised a larger proportion of
graduate returners (75%) than returning nongraduates (64%). Similarly, 30% of non-graduates were
Black, but only 18% of graduates were Black.

Table 5: SCND Adults Who Reconnected with College and Graduated Compared to Non-Graduates

The sample was limited to SCND adults who reconnected with higher education at a community college from 2009
to 2014. This sample included 19,433 reconnectors who did not graduate and 5,346 reconnectors who graduated.

SCND Adults Who Reconnected at
Community Colleges but Did Not Graduate

SCND Adults Who Reconnected at
Community Colleges and Graduated

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Female

12,897

66%

3,431

64%

Male

6,536

34%

1,915

36%

Black

5,822

30%

946

18%

Hispanic

362

2%

96

2%

White

12,350

64%

4,019

75%

All Else

899

5%

285

5%

Total

19,433
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The gap in employment between graduates and nongraduates was present for each subgroup included in this
analysis. The gap was widest between Black graduates and
non-graduates. Among Black adults who returned to
college and graduated, 77% were observed in
employment data five years after returning to college.
However, among Black adults who returned to college
only to stop out again, only 46% were observed in
employment data five years after first returning to college.

SCND adults who returned to college and
graduated were employed at higher rates
than returners who did not graduate.
Figure 6 below shows the proportion of SCND returning
graduates and non-graduates who were observed in
Tennessee’s UI wage data in each of the five years after
their first return to college following a gap in enrollment.
SCND reconnecting adults who graduated within three
years of returning to college were observed in Tennessee
employment data at higher rates than returning nongraduates. One year after returning to college, eventual
graduates and non-graduates were employed at similar
rates. However, a gap in employment emerged over time.
Five years after returning, 78% of returners who graduated
were found in employment data, compared to only 68% of
non-graduate returners.

Additionally, employment rates were lowest for students
who returned to University Parallel programs designed to
transfer to a university. Only 71% of graduates from these
programs were observed in employment data five years
after returning to college. However, 84% of graduates
from health programs were employed. (Students who
matriculated to a university after completing a community
college credential are excluded from the sample.)

Figure 6: Employment after Returning to College, SCND Adults

Five years after their return to college, SCND adults who reconnected at a community college and graduated
within three years were observed in Tennessee’s employment data at far higher rates than SCND adults who
returned to college but did not graduate.
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Annual earnings differed based on student characteristics.

SCND adults who returned to college and
graduated realized an increase in earnings.
However, increases in earnings were not
evenly felt by all graduates.
Figure 7 shows the average annual wages for graduate
returners and returning non-graduates in the five years
before and after their return to college. Annual wages are
calculated as the sum of quarterly wages reported in UI
wage data. Individuals who were not employed are
excluded from this analysis; average wages reflect the
non-zero annual wages for individuals who were observed
in Tennessee’s UI wage data. Figure 7 reports the median
wage and the wage at the 25th and 75th percentile of
non-zero annual wages.

•

Male graduates and non-graduates out-earned their
female counterparts. Five years after returning to
college, male graduates earned $33,512 annually
compared to $25,849 for male non-graduates--a
difference of $8,124. Female graduates earned
$30,413 while female non-graduates earned $23,821-a difference of $6,591.

•

White graduates and non-graduates earned more
than Black graduates and non-graduates. Five years
after graduation or departure, White graduates earned
$34,985 annually compared to $26,875 for White nongraduates--a difference of $8,110. Black graduates, on
average, earned $27,874, and Black non-graduates
earned $24,196--a difference of $3,678.

In each of the five years after their return to college,
median annual wages for SCND returning graduates were
higher than for SCND returning non-graduates. Five years
after returning to college, graduates earned a median
wage of $33,512 compared to $25,849 for non-graduate
returners, a difference of $7,663 in annual wages.

Figure 7: Annual Earnings after Returning to College, SCND Adults

Five years after returning to college, SCND adults who reconnected with college and graduated earned a median
annual wage of $33,512, which was $10,723 more than in the year before their return. However, SCND adults who
returned to college but did not graduate earned $25,849, which was $5,170 more than before their return.
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Employment outcomes for SCND adults who
reconnected with college differed by
students’ program of study.
Figure 8 (on the following page) shows employment
outcomes for SCND adults who returned to college and
graduated compared to those who returned but did not
graduate. Of the most popular programs of study, wages
were highest for graduates of engineering technology
($42,258) and health ($44,091) programs. Additionally,
graduates from these programs out-earned nongraduates by $10,000-$15,000 annually.
However, wages were lower among students from
University Parallel programs (the most popular programs
among returning adults). Five years after graduation,
SCND adults who returned and earned a degree in a
University Parallel program (and who did not matriculate
to a university) earned $27,053. SCND adults who returned
to University Parallel programs but did not graduate
earned $25,235--a difference of only $1,818 in annual
wages between graduates and non-graduates.
While wages differed significantly for graduates based
upon their program of study, smaller differences existed
among non-graduate returners. Regardless of their
program of study, non-graduate returners in the five most
popular programs earned between $25,113 and $31,374.

Graduates and non-graduates were
employed at high rates in health care.
Table 6 shows the industry of employment for SNCD
adults who returned to college and graduated compared
to non-graduates in the fifth year after returning to
college. This table highlights the five industries where the
highest proportion of students was employed. Industries
are described according to the two-digit NAICS code that
describes families of industries. The industry with the
highest earnings is observed for students employed in
multiple industries.
Five years after returning to college, the most common
industry of employment for graduates and non-graduates
alike was Health Care and Social Assistance; 29% of
graduates and 17% of non-graduates were employed in
this industry. (Jobs in this industry include hospitals,
residential and outpatient facilities, medical offices, home
health care, some community services, and childcare.)
Beyond this common industry, graduates and nongraduates’ differed. For graduates, the next most common
industries were public administration, education, and
manufacturing. The most common industries for returning
adults who did not graduate included temporary help
services and waste management, retail, manufacturing,
and accommodation and food services.

Table 6: Industry of Employment Five Years after Returning to College, SCND Adults

The analytic sample was limited to SCND adults who reconnected with higher education at a community college
from 2009 to 2014. This included 19,433 reconnectors who did not graduate and 5,346 reconnectors who graduated.

SCND Adults Who Reconnected at Community
Colleges but Did Not Graduate

SCND Adults Who Reconnected at Community
Colleges and Graduated

Industry Group

Percent

Industry Group

Percent

Health Care and Social Assistance

17%

Health Care and Social Assistance

29%

Administrative & Support & Waste
Management & Remediation Services

7%

Public Administration

7%

Retail Trade

6%

Educational Services

6%

Manufacturing

6%

Manufacturing

6%

Accommodation and Food Services

5%

Retail Trade

5%

All Else

27%

All Else

25%

Not in Employment Data

32%

Not in Employment Data

22%
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Figure 8: Annual Earnings Five Years after Returning to College, SCND Adults
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before their return to five years after their return, wages
increased 28% for returning non-graduates but 47% for
returners who graduated.

Five years after returning, reconnecting
graduates earned $10,000 more than
before re-enrolling in college.

However, these wage increases were not evenly realized
across students’ programs of study. Students who
returned to health programs and graduated saw a 70%
increase in wages in the fifth year after their return
compared to their earnings in the year immediately before
their return. This earnings boost represented an increase
of $16,478. By comparison, students who returned to
health programs but did not graduate within three years
saw only a 30% increase in median wages, representing an
increase of $5,741.

Table 7 compares wages for returning students in the five
years before their return to college and after their return to
college. Notably, returners who would graduate outearned non-graduates even before returning to college. In
the one year before their return to college, eventual
graduates earned a median wage of $22,789, compared to
$20,139 for students who would soon return but would
not eventually graduate.
However, even after accounting for their wages before
their return, graduate returners still realized significant
benefits from returning and graduating. Among
reconnecting adults who graduated within three years of
returning, wages increased from $22,789 in the year
immediately before returning to $33,512 five years after
they returned--an increase of $10,723. Among nongraduate returners, median wages increased from $20,139
to $25,849 over the same period, increasing by $5,710. The
wage increase realized by graduates was nearly double
that of non-graduate returners. In summary, from the year

SCND adults who returned to University Parallel programs
and graduated within three years saw only a 26% increase
in wages between the year before their return to five years
after their return. This earnings boost represented an
increase of only $5,606 in annual wages.

Table 7: Annual Earnings Five Years after Returning to College, SCND Adults

Five years after departing college, median wages for graduates and non-graduates differed by students’ program of
study. Students who graduated from programs in health professions saw a 70% increase in earnings compared to
the year before re-enrollment; students in University Parallel programs saw only a 26% increase in earnings.

University
Parallel

Overall
NonGrad

Grad

NonGrad

Grad

Health
NonGrad

Engineering
Technology

Business
Grad

NonGrad

NonGrad

Grad

Grad

1 Year Before Return $20,139 $22,789 $18,851 $21,447 $19,102 $23,613 $21,298 $23,140 $26,369 $26,662
1 Year After Return $20,809 $22,302 $19,689 $20,771 $20,169 $22,387 $21,686 $23,920 $26,839 $27,598
2 Years After Return $22,614 $23,700 $21,718 $22,765 $21,399 $23,674 $23,155 $24,724 $30,985 $31,239
3 Years After Return $24,875 $27,516 $24,055 $25,435 $23,823 $28,867 $25,901 $28,440 $33,939 $41,057
4 Years After Return $26,558 $31,814 $25,770 $26,464 $25,582 $37,403 $27,764 $28,920 $34,519 $43,751
5 Years After Return $25,849 $33,512 $25,235 $27,053 $24,843 $40,091 $27,098 $30,460 $31,374 $42,258

Difference

1 Year Before to 5 Years After

$5,710

$10,723

$6,384

$5,606

$5,741

$16,478

$5,800

$7,320

$5,005

$15,596

+28%

+47%

+34%

+26%

+30%

+70%

+27%

+32%

+19%

+58%
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Multivariate Analysis
In addition to the descriptive analyses in the previous
section, we also analyzed results of multivariate models
that used regression analyses to account for a range of
demographic and academic factors that might influence
an individual’s employment after returning to college.
Figure 9 summarizes the results of these analyses as
predicted probabilities when all else is held constant or
equal. (Additionally, Table 1 in the Appendix describes the
analytic sample for the multivariate analyses. The sample
was constructed using nearly identical methods as the
sample in the previous section (as described in Table 5).
However, the analytic sample for the multivariate analyses
also includes students who matriculated to a four-year
university. Table A2 and Table A3 in the Appendix provide
the results of the regression analyses.)
This analysis included three models. For the first model,
the outcome variable is a dichotomous indicator of
whether the individual was employed five years after
returning to college. In the second model, the outcome
variable is a dichotomous indicator of whether the
individual’s industry of employment changed from the

their return to college. For the third model, the outcome
variable is the individual’s annual earnings in the fifth year
following their return to college. The models also included
individuals’ annual earnings before their return to college.
This approach may allow us to account for latent,
unobservable differences that might impact individuals’
earnings (Belfield & Bailey, 2017).
As the results in Figure 9 show, the successful completion
of a community college credential was associated with an
increased probability of employment and higher wages.
SCND adults who returned and graduated had a 0.86
probability of being observed in Tennessee employment
data. In contrast, non-graduates had a 0.81 probability of
being observed in employment data. However, SCND
adults who returned to college and graduated were no
more or less likely to change industries than students who
returned but did not graduate. Lastly, consider estimated
earnings in the fifth year after a student returned to
college. Even after accounting for students’ pre-return
wages, SCND adults who returned to community colleges
and graduated earned an estimated $3,594 more than
students who returned but did not graduate, all else equal.

Figure 9: Estimated Employment and Wage Outcomes for SCND Adults Who Reconnect with College

This analysis used statistical methods to account for other factors that may influence employment outcomes
(like individuals’ demographic characteristics, academic outcomes, and employment and wages before returning to
college). All else equal, five years after returning to college, SCND adults who returned and graduated were more
likely to be observed in Tennessee’s employment data and earned $3,595 more than non-graduates. However,
graduates were not more or less likely than non-graduates to shift to new industries of employment.
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$35,378

Probability of Employment

$31,783

year before their return to college to the fifth year after

Reconnected
and Graduated

Summary of Findings
Community college graduates were employed at
higher rates and earned higher wages than SCND
non-graduates from community colleges.
Five years after graduating or departing college, 65% of
graduates were observed in employment data compared
to 62% of non-graduates. Additionally, wages were higher
for graduates than non-graduates. Five years after
departure from college, graduates earned $36,420
compared to $22,450 for non-graduates, a difference of
$13,970. However, employment and wages differed based
upon students’ gender, race, and program of study.
Additionally, median annual wages were relatively higher
for SCND students who made more progress toward a
postsecondary credential before departing college.

By returning to college and attaining a credential,
SCND Tennesseans boosted their likelihood of
employment and their wages.
After SCND adult Tennesseans reconnected with higher
education at community colleges and earned a degree or
certificate, their employment prospects improved. Five
years after returning to college, 78% of SCND adults who
returned to college and graduated within three years were
observed in Tennessee employment data. In contrast, only
68% of those who returned but did not graduate were
employed. Additionally, graduates earned an annual
median wage of $33,512 compared to $25,849 for nongraduates, which represents a difference of $7,663.
TBR—The College System of Tennessee / December 2021

Five years after returning to college, reconnecting
graduates earned, on average, $10,000 more than
they earned before re-enrolling in college.
However, earnings differed significantly based
upon which program of study students selected
upon their return to college.
Among reconnecting adults who graduated within three
years of returning to a community college, median annual
wages increased 47% from the year immediately before
returning to five years after they returned. Among nongraduate returners, median wages increased only 28%
over the same period.
However, these wage increases differed by students’
programs of study. Among SCND adults who returned to
college in health programs, graduates realized a 70%
increase in wages, and non-graduates saw a 30% increase.
On the other hand, among SCND adults who returned to
University Parallel programs designed to prepare students
to matriculate to a four-year university (the most popular
program of study for SCND adults who returned to
college), graduates saw only a 26% increase in median
wages from before their return to college to their wages
five years later.
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Appendix Table 1: Sample of Community College SCND Returners, 2009 to 2014
Number

Percent

Demographic Characteristics
Female
Male

18,497
9,804

65%
35%

Black
Hispanic
White
All Else

7,506
508
18,915
1,372

27%
2%
67%
5%

Academic Focus Area Upon Return
Returned to Same Focus Area
Changed Focused Area

11,280
17,021

40%
60%

Transfer Programs
Health Professions
Business, Management, and Marketing
Engineering Technology
Security and Protective Services
Family and Consumer Sciences
Computer and Information Sciences
Education
Visual and Performing Arts
Legal and Professional Studies
All Else

9,629
7,464
2,656
807
502
733
484
507
199
227
5,093

34%
26%
9%
3%
2%
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%
18%

Sector of Enrollment Prior to Break
TCAT
Community College
Locally Governed University
University of Tennessee System
Private College or University
Other/Unknown

114
24,034
2,627
841
548
137

0%
85%
9%
3%
2%
0%
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Number

Percent

Credits Earned Prior to Break
0-14 Credit Hours
15-29 Credit Hours
30-44 Credit Hours
45-59 Credit Hours
60+ Credit Hours

5,906
5,559
3,998
3,117
4,987

21%
20%
14%
11%
18%

College of Enrollment Upon Returning
Returning to New College
Returning to Same College
Returning to Different Sector
Returning to Same Sector

7,405
20,896
4,267
24,034

26%
74%
15%
85%

Graduation and Transfer
Graduated within Three Years of Returning
Transferred to a University after Returning to Community College
Earned a Bachelor's Degree

8,886
4,747
2,233

31%
17%
8%

Among Returning Adults in Transfer Programs
Graduated within Three Years of Returning
Transferred to a University after Returning to Community College
Earned a Bachelor's Degree

3,043
2,105
1,019

32%
22%
11%

Total

28,301

100%
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Appendix Table 2: Employment Outcomes for SCND Adults who Reconnected with College, 2009 to 2014
Observed in Employment Data in Any
Quarter, Five Years After Return
Marginal Effect

Standard Error

Graduated Within Three Years of Return

0.080

0.006

Demographic Characteristics
Female
Black
Hispanic
Other Non-White
Age Upon Return

0.001
0.052
-0.055
-0.038
-0.002

0.007
0.007
0.026
0.015
0.000

Reconnection with College
Hours Earned Prior to Break
Returned to Same College
Changed Academic Focus Area Upon Return

0.000
-0.013
0.005

0.000
0.008
0.006

Academic Focus Area Upon Return
Health Professions
Business, Management, and Marketing
Engineering Technology
Security and Protective Services
All Else

0.076
0.033
0.064
0.054
0.010

0.008
0.011
0.018
0.023
0.008

Post-Community College Enrollment
Matriculated to a Four-Year University

0.053

Employment Characteristics
Employed in Year Prior to Return

0.362

Number of Observations

23,013

Marginal Effect

Standard Error

***

3939.626

367.971

***

***
*
*
***

-8953.176
-3846.853
-34.624
-2295.651
364.917

383.935
405.367
1213.571
784.755
22.742

***
***

67.392
-599.064
-996.952

5.574
397.580
356.917

***

***
**
***
*

4485.448
2870.959
6671.662
2637.247
2059.466

419.150
612.990
1155.720
1126.742
458.867

***
***
***
*
***

0.008

***

-1519.566

445.613

**

0.008

***

10483.130

446.296

***

All models were estimated with control variables for term of reconnection and college of enrollment.
This table reports the estimated marginal effects for each variable and the standard error, where all other variables are set at their mean value.
*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001
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16,974

**
***

**

Appendix Table 3: Employment Outcomes for SCND Adults who Reconnected with College, 2009 to 2014
Observed in Employment Data in
Any Quarter, Five Years After Return
Marginal
Effect

Standard
Error

Graduated Within Three Years of Return

0.060

0.007

Demographic Characteristics
Female
Black
Hispanic
Other Non-White
Age Upon Return

0.013
0.053
-0.062
-0.021
-0.002

0.006
0.008
0.019
0.013
0.000

Reconnection with College
Hours Earned Prior to Break
Returned to Same College
Changed Academic Focus Area Upon Return

0.000
-0.011
0.007

0.000
0.007
0.006

Academic Focus Area Upon Return
Health Professions
Business, Management, and Marketing
Engineering Technology
Security and Protective Services
All Else

0.042
0.022
0.037
0.055
-0.001

0.008
0.010
0.018
0.024
0.007

Post-Community College Enrollment
Matriculated to a Four-Year University

0.024

Employment Characteristics
Wages in Year Prior to Return

0.000

Number of Observations

18,124

Changed Industry of Employment,
Five Years After Return
Marginal
Effect

Standard
Error

Marginal
Effect

Standard
Error

***

-0.001

0.009

3594.692

344.141

***

*
***
**

-0.026
-0.023
0.021
0.017
-0.005

0.008
0.010
0.029
0.019
0.000

341.542
362.175
1113.182
760.857
19.872

***
***

***

-5364.160
-2084.276
419.775
-587.692
-19.199

0.000
0.043
0.025

0.000
0.010
0.008

***
**

35.847
325.467
-463.737

5.019
373.771
320.459

***

***
*
*
*

-0.028
-0.002
-0.037
-0.054
-0.029

0.010
0.014
0.023
0.028
0.010

2813.085
1985.558
2764.559
1611.918
585.061

404.056
550.046
1033.876
968.447
410.469

***
***
**

0.008

**

0.019

0.011

-2180.104

421.719

***

0.000

***

0.000

0.000

0.671

0.015

***

***

18,124

All models were estimated with control variables for term of reconnection and college of enrollment.
This table reports the estimated marginal effects for each variable and the standard error, where all other variables are set at their mean value.
*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001
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**
*

**

**

***

14,776

